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Babies and Grammar
Read the text about how babies learn grammar. Some of the lines are correct; some have a
word, which should not be there. Write this word in the box next to the line. If the line is
correct put a tick  in the box.

1

Scientists have succeeded in proving what every other parent

2

knows: babies are intelligent. All healthy babies are able to

3

put together rules of grammar almost before they can talk well.

4

At first, scientists could not understand how babies were being able

5

to do this. To find out, scientists had to invent such a new language

6

and speak it in front of babies. The babies quickly learned more

7

to make sense of the new language. They were able to do this

8

by listening to the sounds: even newborn babies can tell from the

9

difference between sounds like “pah” and “bah”.

10 When researchers also managed to show that children are sensitive
11 to grammatical information from the age of five months up. At
12 ten months an infant can use information about how the order of
13 nouns and verbs, and even at the age of 16 months they know where
14 nouns and verbs belong in a sentence.
15 However , although a baby may have a good idea about the
16 rules of a language it may be not know much about the meaning.
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Read the text about how babies learn grammar. Some of the lines are correct; some have a
word, which should not be there. Write this word in the box next to the line. If the line is
correct put a tick  in the box.
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12 ten months an infant can use information about how the order of
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13 nouns and verbs, and even at the age of 16 months they know where
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14 nouns and verbs belong in a sentence.
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16 rules of a language it may be not know much about the meaning.
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